The Annual Marianne and Ernst Pieper Symposium on
GENDER, WAR, AND ANTISEMITISM

Chair: Dr. Michal Shapira, Tel Aviv University

Prof. Atina Grossman, Cooper Union New York
*Gender as a Historical Category: New Research, Recovered Stories, and Shifting Questions about War and Holocaust*

Dr. Iris Rachamimov, Tel Aviv University
*The (de)Alienation of Labor: The Gendered Meanings of Work in World War One Detention Camps, 1914-1920*

Wednesday | January 14, 2015 | 17:45-19:30 | Gilman Building, 496 | Tel Aviv University

Open to the Public | The Event will be Held in English | Refreshments before Lecture

For Further Information:
roth@post.tau.ac.il • hisgerm@post.tau.ac.il